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Look into the Mirror

Shelly Miller

Regard the image with dignity and pride,
For you were designed to play that part,
Cherish the character you seek to hide.

Embrace the being shamefully eyed,
From the countenance and through to the heart,
Regard the image with dignity and pride.

No connection will be formed where shame doth
reside,
One left lonely will solitarily depart,
Cherish the character you seek to hide.

All idiosyncrasies must perpetually collide,
Making one balanced, his own work of art,
Regard the image with dignity and pride.

Pick up the pieces cast aside,
Recreate what you were at the start,
Cherish the character you seek to hide.

With the conviction of the rising tide,
And the strength of mind and heart,
Regard the image with dignity and pride,
Cherish the character you seek to hide.